
LATE TRASH IS BETTER
THAN NO TRASH AT ALL
It is a weekend well into December, so far that
there is really no college football between now
and the preternaturally expanded NCAA schedule
of Bullshit Bowls That Don’t Matter season and
the end of the year and real BCS bowls. F1 is
over until the spring. Basketball is nothing but
clacking about LeBron on on otherwise D-League
team. Baseball is waiting for the winter
meetings or whatever. In short, there is not
squat but the NFL. So, here we go on a
truncated, but necessary, Trash Talk because
Scribe, rightfully, demanded it. There were
other circumstances last weekend, and earlier
today. Sorry about that, but every now and then
things impinge on the trash collection.

So, this is going to be all NFL, and we shall
start, apropos, with the Steelers. They visit
the Rayduhs who are still squatting in their
former home of Oakland. Hard to see Big Ben
letting this slip, take the Stillers. Rams are
at Bears, and with Khalil Mack rounding back
into shape, I think this is a better test than
most seem to, but, still, take the Rams. Vikes
are at the Squawks for SNF, but Seattle is a
tough joint, and the Squawks are on a serious
roll. Sorry Minnesota.

Detroit at Arizona is almost comical. Which
loser will win? Who the heck knows? And does
anyone really care? Stupidly enough, the game of
the week may be the 6-6 Eagles at the 7-5
Cowboys. There is no team in the NFC East that
deserves to be in the playoffs, but someone has
to win the division. With the Redskins starting
[spin the wheel] Sonny Jurgenson (Sanchize) at
QB at this point, it is really down to Iggles
and Boys. I’ll take the Iggles in an upset at
Jerry World. Colts at Houston is another
interesting game. The way Deshaun Watson and the
Texans have been playing, you’d be nuts not to
take them. But Andrew Luck has been quietly
starting to totally rip it up again, and the
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Colts’ O-Line has been protecting him to do so.
This is in Houston though, I’ll still take the
red hot Tejans.

Pats always have a problem in South Beach, but
it is hard to see the Fins taking this one any
more than it is to think the Raiders will pose a
problem for the Stillers, even though Pittsburgh
has has issues in the Bay Area before.

So, that is it for Late Trash. As a shoutout to
Sean and Janis, very long time readers and
friends I recently had lunch with, this
weekend’s music is some Be Bop Deluxe.


